E D U C AT I O N

KS3 Community Service Day
Each year at EBIS the KS3 organise a
Community Service day. For the pupils at
EBIS this is an event that involves each
class within KS3 visiting and contributing
to the organisations and groups within
the wider community. The groups include
charities, children’s hospitals, care homes,
day centres and orphanages across Cairo.
The aim for the pupils is to understand the
work of the various groups, invest some
of their time in the work that others do and
also provide some small gifts, financial aid
and supplies where possible.

in 1981, RTLA is devoted to promoting
and improving services for persons with
intellectual disabilities. Our 7B students
managed to raise the funds needed to
purchase a digital camera, a laptop and
cotton candy machine. The resources
will go a long way to aid the already
fantastic work that is carried out by this
organisation.
7D students had a wonderful time visiting
the Sondos orphanage for children
with special needs. 7D donated some
necessities such as rice, sugar, frozen
vegetables, detergents, pampers etc. In
the citizenship lesson prior to going the
class discussed different ways in which
to deal with people with different physical
abilities and also came up with some
ideas for fun activities that they could do
including songs, a magic show and a play.
The students at the centre had a range of
disabilities from visual impairment, autism
and mobility problems.
The students of 8A visited the National
Cancer Institute where they spent time with
nearly 40 inpatient children. The students
had printed colouring sheets, they took
juice boxes and toys and managed to raise
nearly 12,000 LE through several fund
raising activities prior to the visit, which
they used to purchase a medical bed and a
lot of medicine for the children.

A selection of the organisations visited and
the experiences gained are included here.
There is a more detailed article and more
photos on the school website: www.isc.
edu.eg links can be found within the KS3
section.
Year 7B were delighted to visit the Right
to Live Association for the Intellectually
Disabled (RTLA). The (RTLA) is the
first parents’ organisation in Egypt to
provide care and training to persons with
intellectual disabilities. It is located in
Sheraton, Misr El-Gedida. Established

During the time there the EBIS students
performed a magic and puppet show that
brought many smiles and lots of laughs to
the day.
The student of 9C visited a very large
orphanage located in the area of El Dweka
in Cairo. The orphanage has over 400
children from the ages of three to five and
nearly 200 from the ages of six to 12. The
EBIS students spent the day teaching and
reading to the children and helping them
with the schooling. They had also donated
a lot of school materials and equipment
in addition to reading books and large
quantities of food.

